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Blastwave FX Rumbles Its Way Into The World Of LFE
300 Soul Shaking, High Definition Low Frequency Effects
Detroit, MI – Nov. 3, 2008: Blastwave FX announces the release of LFE™, a
collection of high definition low frequency effects.
With 300 intense, soul shaking low frequency effects, LFE is the library every audio
professional needs to pump those subs full of power. Feel the sound in this 2 DVD set
that include test tones, beats, descends, drones, explosions, hits, pulses, reverse
elements, rumble bys, rumbles, swells, tremors, and ultra low frequency hits.
LFE also offers a collection of 5.1 surround sound test tones
designed with specific frequencies to help audio professionals
calibrate their systems perfectly.
Every low frequency effect was carefully designed and
mastered at 24 bit 96k to ensure the highest quality for
today’s production needs
LFE is cataloged with embedded metadata for quick,
intelligent searching and is compatible with Pro Tools,
Soundminer, NetMix, iTunes, and other popular sound library
search engines. LFE is a Click N’ Drag™ library, allowing
editors to start using sounds immediately without ripping or converting.
Order your copy of LFE today and rumble and quake your way to a powerful sound
experience. LFE, from Blastwave FX – The New Wave In Sound Effects.
LFE is available through www.blastwavefx.com for an introductory price of $499.
More information on LFE and other libraries can be found at: www.blastwavefx.com.
For Press Inquiries, contact Laura Sinnott via phone (+1 313 887 0370 x 4) or email
(laura@blastwavefx.com)
Distribution and licensing inquiries should be directed to Blastwave FX’s master
distributor, Pro Sound Effects (info@prosoundeffects.com).
About Blastwave FX
Blastwave FX is the next generation sound library company dedicated to developing the highest quality
sound effects and imaging elements collections that technology can support. Blastwave FX provides a
fresh and wide selection of royalty-free sounds for audio professionals in film, broadcast, television, radio,
video games, post production, new media and beyond. Blastwave is based in Detroit, MI and is headed
by CEO Ric Viers.

